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Agency structure
1. Netpeak Agency ± 250 colleagues
2. PPC Department ±50 specialists
3. Avg N of projects per specialist: 10





Task #1
Better performance



#1 Clear report at glance



Clear report at 
glance

1. Main KPIs:
a. Spend*
b. CPC
c. Transactions
d. Conversion rate

2. Business KPIs:
a. AVG order value
b. Revenue
c. Revenue Share

i. Spend/Revenue
ii. Inverted ROAS

3. Tools we use:
a. Google Analytics

i. 1 classic Ecommerce view
ii. 2nd view for paid goal only
iii. *non-Google cost import to GA – Owox BI

b. Google Spreadsheet
i. Google Analytics Spreadsheet Add-on

https://www.owox.com/
https://developers.google.com/analytics/solutions/google-analytics-spreadsheet-add-on


Takeaway

1. We have daily updated reports

2. Highly focused on business kpi’s like 

Revenue & Revenue Share.



#2 Anomalies



#2 Anomalies



How not to be 
surprised?

1. Each specialist specify for each project 
metrics to be checked, like as:
a. impressions
b. clicks
c. spend
d. sessions
e. transactions
f. goals
g. cost per conversion

2. Historical period for comparison:
a. 7 days by default

3. Minimum and maximum values of each 
metric

4. PowerBI scripts starts to collect and 
aggregate data:
a. compare yesterday value vs avg value for period



#2 Clickstream anomalies



Takeaway

1. It is similar to Google Analytics Alerts. Just 
very advanced one.

2. Start with up to 10 Alerts with presets 
rules



PPC management 
routine

1. Metrics we care of:

a. Clicks

b. Cost

c. Conversions

d. Conversion Rate

e. Impressions/Sessions/CTR/CPC

f. Revenue/avg order value

2. Segmented by:

a. by device type

b. by region

c. by hour of day

d. by age

Such reports may help not to specialists only, but to project managers as well.



#2.1 Device type



#2.2 region



#2.3 age



#2.3 hour of day



Task #2
How to increase 

agency profit



Determine 
Expansion & 
Downgrade

1. Expansion:

a. the project with increased agency fee for the last month

2. Downgrade

a. the project with decreased agency fee for the last month

3. We collect all data:

a. project spend

b. agency fee = generally, percent of the spend



What kind of report we build



Profit?

1. We build a statistic about expansion & downgrade

2. Churn decreased with 40%



Team member 
profit?

1. What kind of data netpeakers report for internal 
CRM
a. All the time worked on the project

b. All the time for education and “cheat” time 
(coffee breaks and etc)

2. We divide agency fee (budget based) by hours

3. It generates the agency hour price per project.

4. Lower hour price is lower agency profit

a. specialist’s salary is based on it’s cost per hour

b. specialist’s salary is based on project’s agencyy 
fee

5. Specialist or Project manager is responsible to offer 
bigger budget or to increase price per hour.



Project’s and team member’s profit



Project’s and team member’s profit



Project profit?

1. Often it is about to mention the client to offer better 
service and performance

2. It is about to increase an agency fee from another 
point

3. In Netpeak we have packages:
a. Start: 300 USD for < 1500 USD spend
b. Growth: 400 USD for 1500+ USD spend
c.
d.
e. All the time worked on the project

f. All the time for education and “cheat” time 
(coffee breaks and etc)

4. We divide agency fee (budget based) by hours

5. It generates the agency hour price per project.

6. Lower hour price is lower profit.

7. Specialist or Project manager is responsible to offer 
bigger budget or to increase price per hour.



Project’s profit



Extra slides
How to answer the 

team questions



Q1: I don’t have a time for this/new project



Team member 
profit?

1. What kind of data netpeakers report for internal 
CRM
a. All the time worked on the project

b. All the time for education and “cheat” time 
(coffee breaks and etc)

2. We aggregate it using PowerBI grouped by:

a. Time on project (= outside expenses)

b. Education & cheat time (= inside expenses)

3. Outside is profitable expense.

4. Inside is investment of the Agency.



Q1: I don’t have a time for this/new project



Q2: We need more people for this project



Team member 
profit?

1. We have a common price per hour = 25 EUR/hour

2. Agency fee is 500 EUR = 20 hours.

3. Number of hour for the project indicate our capacity

4. We aggregate this data and make a conclusion how 
to proceed with the project.



Q2: We need more people for this project



Q3: We can’t start the project cause lack of people



Time?

1. Aggregate check-in and check-out time

2. Aggregate work time

3. Aggregate price per hour / per specialist

4. So, we can manage specialist time more profitable



Q3: Time by type of work



Q3: Time by price per hour



Q3: Time by work day duration



Q3: Time by check-in/check-out



Tools we use
1. internal CRM
2. Power BI
3. Google Analytics API
4. GAds, FAds API
5. Google Spreadsheet, Google Data Studio
6. R, python



Takeaways

1. You already have the data

2. Just start to collect it

3. If automation is too difficult now, start to collect it 
manually

4. Delegate it to you colleagues

a. Connect it with their financial KPIs

b. profit for your agency and clients will come



1. Difficulties:
a. performance anomalies

i. Дайджест проверка аномалий трафика в G.Analytics
ii. Projects digest by device type
iii. Projects digest by region
iv. Projects digest by Hour of day
v. Projects digest by age range

2. Tasks and questions that arise:
a. I don’t have a time for this/new project

i. Дайджест по тратам специалистов
b. We need more people for this project

i. Fact IM expenses
ii. PM time expenses allocation

c. We can not start a new project cause of the lack of people
i. Ваши подчиненные, у которых более 12.5 % 

непроизводственных
ii. Выполнение плана ПУ со стоимостью часа командой / 

19.08.2019 / Недовыполнение по 67%
iii. Дайджест по чекинам и продолжительности рабочего дня по 

команде за 2019-06-20
3. How current projects can grow

a. Digest of changes in the FWC and advertising budgets
b. Дайджест: Портфель IM - приоритет, прибыльность, анализ 

времени для kolev за August 2019
c. Дайджест соответвиям пакета бюджету от 10.07.2019



Gennadiy Vorobyov

CEO at Netpeak Bulgaria

+359895028612

g.vorobyov@netpeak.net

gennadiy_vorobyov

I will be happy to answer any questions you 
may have


